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Principal Author’s Information
Name and degree(s):
Title of the Abstract:
Institution:
Preferred Mailing Address:
Cell Phone Number:
Email Address:

Please check the category of the paper below:
☐ Basic Laboratory Science
☐ Clinical Research/Investigation

If you want to be considered for the Excellence in Surgery through Equity prize please check the box:
☐ Achieving Excellence in Surgery through Equity

Please check the box after reading each statement below:
☐ It is understood that the primary author is a surgery resident, surgical sub- specialty resident or trauma fellow.
☐ It is also understood that although the abstract can be presented elsewhere, it cannot be published prior to March 31, 2024

Specifications for abstracts:
Winners of all regional paper competitions are now required to submit a one-page (maximum) abstract for review by the ACS COT judges in the central competition (this title page is not included in that count).

Abstracts must be submitted to the ACS Trauma Programs office as Word documents. Single spacing is permitted. Charts and graphs may be embedded in the document as .jpeg files.

A full manuscript for all regional winners presenting at the final COT Annual Meeting in March, are due February 1, 2024
Begin abstract here: